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Originally published mainly because an e-book that became a controversial media phenomenon,
FORGET ABOUT Mr. Glover. landed its author, a qualified marriage and family therapist, on The
O'Reilly Factor and the Hurry Limbaugh radio display. Dr. Robert Glover offers dubbed the "Nice
Man Syndrome" trying too hard to please others while neglecting one's very own needs, thus
causing unhappiness and resentfulness. He explains how they can stop seeking acceptance and
begin getting what they want in existence, by presenting the info and tools to greatly help them
guarantee their requirements are met, to express their emotions, to possess a satisfying sex life, to
embrace their masculinity and type meaningful relationships with various other men, and to surpass
their creative potential. Good Guy! It's no question that unfulfilled Nice Guys lash out in frustration at
themselves, claims Dr.
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I have hopes from this book.As I said, I'm only a woman, but if your partner is feeling like theyre
getting zero where in existence, or that they feel as if they have basically failed at everything, then
go through this book.. Nice Guy" isn't about not being nice. Even though I'm still feeling down and
lonely because of whatever he is going through too, at least it gives me just a little hope that book
will function. I can't complete to him and it appeared like he was attempting to go about things in
unhealthy ways that, from what I observe, wasn't assisting. This all has been happening these past
month or two and frankly I was getting hurt and pushed away regardless of what I tried to do to
help him. I came across the opposite to be accurate, I came across it let me start to the love that
had been around me but that I had been holding aside, because I thought I wanted something else.
Right down to the T. And what I will be easily don't change right now! I ordered it right away and
although my husband was reluctant to even go near this book, as he experienced what good what
come from it, I started reading out loud to him from the book. Simply getting through the 1st chapter
had him hooked and wanting to know more. He's not much of a reader, so I've still been reading
aloud to him which I feel has helped us both. He can easily see what he's doing, and I can know
how better to help him. I right now find something exceptional happens when I condition my case
obviously, I save all of the energy I utilized to put into trying to “juggle” and turn stuff into what they
weren’t rather than could be, It made me alert to how I had taken for granted the condition of
emotional starvation I resided in, and how difficult I thought it had been to change that.***My spouse
has seemed to hit a heck of a rut in lifestyle lately. Wife perspective. In the event that you observe
them struggling, go through this book since it has a large amount of insight of the proceedings. And
it could even help you. In order to get away from old patterns and develop the future as something
new Is a a thing that will stick to me for a long period. This book is the way to true masculinity
SoWhat I liked-COMPREHENSIVE Strategy.In this book, Dr. Glover gives a very detailed and
thorough plan for recovering and kicking the "nice guy syndrome". This course of action will 100%
work if you execute it. It turns out Nice Guys aren't This is one of the best self help books I have
read. This book can see right into the soul of the Fine Guy. THE REALITY about just how I lived
existence was a hard pill to swallow but one of the best things I have ever done-CONCRETE
EXERCISESthe Reserve includes some 50 step by step exercises designed to make you happier,
more appealing, stop seeking approval, and enjoy life-CURED ME OF THE NICE GUY
SYNDROMEThe Nice man syndrome caused some major issues for me mentally when I was
youthful. BECOME THE ALPHA Man.What I didn't like-EXCESSIVE NICE GUY MENTIONINGthis
reserve mentions the opposite of the nice guy the Integrated Male only one time. That said, this
publication, to a large degree, could also have been named "FORGET ABOUT Ms.Summary:
FORGET ABOUT Mr. However I usually felt like I couldn't pinpoint the reasons behind everything that
was incorrect with my life. If you are intruiged by the concept, buy the book. It is something you
won't regret.. Most of them half read. This is the one I required. I’d like to say I desire I came across
it years ago, nevertheless, you I probably wasn’t prepared years back, but “When the pupil is
ready the master appears.” This publication has in a brief space changed how I approach my entire
life; it’s trained me how to (and why I will) express my point of view and desires in function and
personal relationships even more straight. He still isn't fully out of his funk, but at least he provides
agreed to proceed through counseling to greatly help get back on track for this reason book. I liked
it Good information Super helpful Get it. The name of the publication suggests it’s going to turn you
into a self centered aggressive a-hole. One night time after googling what he offers been going
through, I found out that he was a classic 'self shamer'. It will make you experience unhappy with
yourself. Thank you Dr. Glover.-Reducing TRUTHmany sentences and descriptions in the reserve left
me personally openmouthed, swearing under my breath, and even in tears once. Maybe because I

was ready to hear what it had to state, or perhaps because it was that good. Nice Gal" since there
exists a lot that women could also find out by reading it, no only about the man in their existence,
but also about themselves and their relations. He doesn't really provide a lot of great ways to deal
with it. "No More Mr.. It is, in fact, about being nice. The unconscious contracts..but being fine to
yourself to be able to unburden yourself from the shackles of your past and start working towards
the life you have often wanted instead of towards the life span you had been programmed by your
past to want. It clarifies why Great Guys actually aren't all that wonderful and clearly demonstrates
how adjustments in behavior can dramatically change your relations in a very positive method. While
I've just finished this book in regards to a week back, I'm currently noticing the strengths in my
lifestyle and improvement in my own relationships. WOW! I really wished that the contrasted both
figures against one another to observe how they managed different circumstances. The book
clearly described the underhanded ways I was trying to regulate and influence the partnership, all
unbeknownst if you ask me.... The Jeckel and Hyde. Every man must read this book that has ever
wondered why girls choose the jerks over them, despite the fact that that same girl has said she
wants a "nice guy, that's sweet, supports me, offers me, etc.. "Nice Guys obtain the Shaft" and can
continue steadily to do so."This reserve doesn't educate you on how to be a jerk to women, it
explains how to be a man, which is what they want. Good and Bad The author does an excellent
job of showing you why you're a nice guy and why nice guys suck. The hurtful stuff he’d say. For
this reason she chooses the jerk. For the past 2 yrs, I have already been feeling completely
worthless as a person. That is a disgusting piece of MRA trash, and males that believe it should be
ashamed.If you are still single and cant find out why (you have a great job, cash, car(s), you want
children, you're nice, you're a gentleman, All you were told a female wants), READ THIS Reserve.
Same for married men (like me) if you feel like you perform everything for your family, but its
underappreciated. TRANS-FORM I’ve got 4 feet of self-help books on a shelf.. Go through this
publication. Thank Robert Glover and me later on. Nevertheless, the books construct in using live
good examples for every element of the Nice Guy Syndrome is usually its coup de grace. OMG,
scarily prescient! I wish We had read this book before my romantic relationship with the love of my
life ended. In one of the articles I go through, this publication was mentioned so I looked into it on
right here.. My self-confidence had hit very cheap and I kept blaming others especially my partner
and function for the continuous triggers of inadequacy. I saw a life coach in 2017 then a therapist in
2018. Men's rights activism Have you been reading the news about men that simply do not get the
sex they should have and decided to kill women more than it? Nice Guy is a book for almost every
man in this day and age. This reserve describes him to a “T”. Dr Glover has an remarkably finetuned skill of diagnosing the Great Man Syndrome, and his treatment for it is only self-reflection and
self-discovery. Yes, I'm still married. This is a must recommend for any guy who harbours
resentment because his requirements aren't fulfilled. The pressure to perform in the bedroom. The so
called Nice Guy isn't such a nice guy at all What I perceived from this publication is a “Nice Guy” is
NOT really a nice guy. The rages. Experiencing a bad marriage and divorce, according to my son,
this book helped him a lot. This is not only true of my own relationships, but also accurate of my
relationship with myself. I now understand who I am! I've so much more understanding of him and
our romantic relationship. Reading the first chapter alone provided rise to the phoenix within me, and
I am more fully conscious than ever of why I ended up in this state of mind. until they browse this
reserve. This is a book to break the evil qualities that actually lurks behind every "Good Guy". The
blame. This is for my son... He’s an excellent man that's so broken on the inside. Probably I’ll send
him a copy for Christmas.. The secret deals you make, or "covert agreements" as Glover calls
them, had been alive in my behavior and severely damaging the partnership. I was ready for this

publication and it’s brought me new levels of peace and freedom. I desire that I had examine this
book at age 14 and I wish that universities today would make this required reading for males at that
age group. That he grew up and dominated by a Narcissistic Mom and more than likely the so
called fine guy is most likely a passive intense narcissist himself after a lifetime of learning this by a
domineering Mom. Both had functions to play in teaching me a few equipment to cope with my
problems. Well, here's a guide on how best to become a misogynistic incel not capable of behaving
like a human being.. I learned how to admit and define my position in relationships.
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